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NPF Overview
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•

Ireland’s 3 Regions: EMRA=SRA+NWRA

•

Ireland’s Capital

•

Ireland’s Cities

•

Ireland’s Rural Fabric

•

Compact Growth

•

€3 Billion Regeneration and Development
Fund and the establishment of a National
Regeneration and Development Agency
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National Planning Framework
(NPF)
National Planning Objective No.67 requires for the first time
Metropolitan Area Spatial Plans (MASPs);

“Provision will be made for Metropolitan Area Strategic Plans to
be prepared for the Dublin, Cork, Limerick, Galway and
Waterford Metropolitan areas and in the case of Dublin and
Cork, to also address the wider city region, by the appropriate
authorities in tandem with and as part of the relevant Regional
Spatial and Economic Strategies”

What is a MASP?
12 year strategic planning and investment framework;
•Identify the key change parameters i.e. population,
employment, housing, retail, travel patterns and key renewal,
development and amenity areas
•Identify the sequence of infrastructure prioritisation, delivery
and co-ordination

•Deliver compact regeneration and growth

Context - compact growth
• Compact growth is no. 1 strategic outcome in NPF ;
• 50% future population and employment growth within cities
and their suburbs
• Infill targets to make better use of under-utilised, brownfield,
vacant and public lands
• Performance based standards to achieve higher housing and
jobs densities, supported by better services and public
transport
• MASP’s have to be prepared for Dublin, Cork, Limerick,
Galway & Waterford

Urban Hierarchy (2016)

What can MASP do for Irish
Cities?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Better manage growth of cities
Identify strategic regeneration areas
Key brownfield & greenfield growth areas – SDZs
People intensive areas – Docklands, Business Parks
Manage opportunities for strategic renewal of underutilised areas
Target growth along Public Transport corridors
Address key settlements in metro area
Relocate less intensive uses outside of core areas
Better urban design / public realm & strategic green networks

MASP preparation within
RSES
• The MASP will be prepared in tandem with and as part of
the overall strategy making process for the RSES
• Evidence based policy cycle process commenced with
initial consultation period to 16th February 2018
• Socio-Economic profile of each region undertaken

Public Consultation Issues Paper

Preparation Draft RSES

Public Consultation Draft RSES
Public Consultation Material
Alterations (if any)
Publication of RSES and
Environmental Reports

Mapping
Functional
Urban Areas
Dublin City and Suburbs

1.2 mill or 50% EMRA population
Dublin Metropolitan Area(DMA) 1.4 mill or 60% EMRA

population
Urban Hinterland; at least 15%of the ED working in DMA

1.9 mill or >80% EMRA population
Defining Dublin’s sphere of influence to assist long term
metropolitan planning

Defining Dublin’s sphere of influence to assist
long term metropolitan planning

Structure of the MASP
Description Metropolitan Area
•
•
•
•

Context
Maps and spatial definition
Profile
Vision

Making the Vision a Reality
•
•
•
•

Residential
Commercial
Infrastructure
Amenities

Delivery of Strategic Sites
• Criteria for selection of sites
• Map and priorities
• Phasing

Vision – cross cutting values
Supporting the implementation of the NPF
and setting out a vision for the
development of the 5 N0.City Metropolitan
areas that aligns with cross cutting values;
• Quality of life
• Healthy and attractive places
• Climate resilience
• Transition to low carbon
• Prosperity for all

Competitive

Health
and
wellbeing

Quality
jobs

Place
making

Affordable
Housing

Travel
choices

Delivery of strategic sites
Criteria for selection of sites that can deliver;
•
•
•
•
•
•

Population and/or employment growth,
Regeneration and place making
Prioritisation of public transport, walking and cycling
Prioritisation of compact form/ infill development
Use Infrastructure capacity existing or planned
Environmental capacity

Co-ordination with relevant agencies and government departments; NTA, TII,
IW, Housing Agency, DHPCLG etc
Phasing programme for delivery of critical infrastructure in tandem with
residential, employment or retail growth

What to address to ensure
competitiveness
Lead regional planning for the city region which will:
Match Employment Growth and Housing-supply and affordability
Consolidate the city and its core-address housing sprawl

Establish Place-making
Maximise Quality of life opportunities, make it an attractive place to be
Address pockets of depravation in each city. Despite perceptions of wider regional
inequality all five cities have highly contrasting areas of affluence and disadvantage

Identify Infrastructure capacity issues-Water Supply, Transport, Waste etc.
Facilitate infrastructure enabled growth- unlocking of significant sites

Lessons from International
Practice
•There is no recipe- each strategic planning process must design itself.
•We are aware that the plan must be embedded in local perceptions,
challenges and opportunities and that local responses matter.
•Aim to gain acceptance among many significant actors and to provide a
creative, flexible and future-orientated approach in concepts and visions that
do not become too concrete and too limiting.
•The Scottish model is of particular relevance to the production of the future
MASP’s given that the parent Irish NPF document takes inspiration from the
Scottish framework. And policy is metropolitan / city region focused.

// Thank you
Mr. Stephen Blair, Director of the Southern Regional Assembly

This presentation will be made available at: www.espon.eu/xxx

